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Wrong student
arrested at dance
by Sandra Pedlclnl
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Charges have been dropped
against a UCF student for assaulting a police officer. The police department says, the wrong
per son was apparently arrested
Corey Lunford was arrested
Oct. 19 in front ofhis classroom
and charged with assaulting
UCF Police Officer Carmen Ray·
at a Carribbean Student Association dance Oct. 17. Ray had
been breaking up a fight when
she was hit,
But UCF Police Department
spokeswoman Sgt. Sandra
McClendon said after Lunford
wascharged,severalwitnesses
said he never hit the officer.
After talking with the wit-

nesses, McClendon said, investigators deteni:rined someone
else hit Ray.
In the confusion, McClendon
said, the officer thought the
wrong person hit her.
"It was a circus," she said.
"It was very embarrassing,"
Lunford said, recalling his arrest in front of his social problems class.
Lunford said he was held at
the 33rd Street Jail until his
bond was paid. Lunford said he
is trying ro get the money back.
"People think I'm mad at the
· police department," Lunford
said. "But it's not that. They
were going on what they had."
No new charges have been
filed pending the close of the
investigation.

SG summit rallies

school, athletic spirit
.

"

'

community by building tradition.
by Jennifer M. Burgess
"WeshouldhavemoreofafounSTAFF REPORTER
dation of spirit and tradition~"
In an effort to promote school Marlin said
spirit and establish tradition on
Marlinsaidhehopesthismeetcampus, Student ~~~~~~~~ ingwill make UCF
Government will
a better place to at"We should
tendbecauseofstuhost a Spirit Sumhave more of a dentinvolvementin
mit on campus Friday.
athletic event.s.
Thesummitisan
foundation of
"Weneedrofosattempt by SG ro
spirit. 11
teranenvironment
to makeouruniverhave a gathering of
• Chris Marlln sity a more lively
the spirit groups on
SG PUBLIC RELATIONS
place to attend,"
campus ro t.aJk and
coordinate efforts to
Marlin said.
C h a r l i e
increaseattendance
at athletic games.
Gesino, direcror of promotions
ChrisMarlin,directorofpublic and marketing for the athletic
relations for $G, said he came up department, said he sees the
with the idea for the summit at a need for the meeting for. the
football game. He said he noticed promotion of athletics.
"I hope it will keep students,
how few people were attending
the games.
faculty and staff... motivated~
According to Marlin, the interested and involved in the
meeting will be for administra- [athletic)] programs," Gesino
said
tivepersonnel, coachGesino said he
ing staff, members of
hopes
the
summit will
SG and other groups
be
effective
in gathering
on campus who want
the
spirit
groups
to work
to promote school
toward a common goal
spirit.
"We are trying
Students will also
to rally all the entities to
be able ro attend will
tally around the athletic
be able to provide inprogram," he said
put.
The summit will held at 9 a.m.
Marlin saidhe plans ro discuss
ways for this relatively new uni- in the Student Organizations
versity ro gain reoognition in the Lounge.
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Music major Larry Sanders, sophomore, blows his_tuba. Sanders practiced
with other band members, seen in the reflection of Sanders' tuba, Wednesday
at their 4 p.m. practice on the lntermural fields. <Michael o.H009 /FUTURE>

Graham focuses on young votes
However, he also said vot- told the crowd.
ers should be more concerned'
"If you don't act, nobody
with a wide spectrum ofissues will."
Democratic Sen. Bob Gra- to ensure w~ll-rounded fuDuringabriefquestion-andham of Florida spoke to UCF tures.
answer session, Graham ad- students Monday.
Graham told the audience dressed questions about imGraham said politicians are he fully supports presidential proving Florida's education
realizing the potential 18 to candidate Gov. Bill Clinton. system, space defense jobs and
24-year-old voters 'h ave on ini- He said from knowing him per- his position on supporting the
tiating positive changes for sonally, he is assured of his president's use of a line-item
Florida's futµre.
integrity and knows he will veto.
He said the fact 1,000 UCF workhardtochangeAmerica's
Graham said higher educastudents registered to vote for future if elected.
tion funding and Social Secuthe upcoming genSupporters of rity must increase to support
eral
election
several Democratic Florida's future.
strengthens their
and Republican canGraham said he wants to
didates waved their use the people who had lost
role in politics.
Graham
said
signs,
during jobs in the defense industry to
youngvotersareparGraham's speech, of- · -work on a state high-speed
ticipating more in
ten competing for at- shuttle.
government because
tention.
Graham also discussed the
of the recession and
The crowd of line-item veto. He said while
it's direct . effects on college signs on Mond~y
governor
of
graduates.
represented Gov.
Florida, he used
"I believe you have a sense Clinton, Presi"If you don't
theline-itemveto,
of your futures," Graham told dent
George
b
which enabled
students.
Bush, several
~Ct, no Ody
him to eliminate
_ A frequent speaker at
Florida Senate
Will."
items on bills that
versity commencements, Gra- and school board
reflected the perham said he understands the candidates and
sonal interests of
~oncerns students have for others.
• Bob Graham politicians.
their futures.
Graham welSENATOR
Hesaidover40
"When I spoke, I noticed a comedtheparticiU.S. state goversense of anxiety. They were . pationofstudents
nors use line-item
walking across the stage ... to and others displaying Demo- veto effectively today, and that
an unknown future," Graham cratic, Republican and Inde- the success on one level should
pendent candidate signs.
mirror that of on another.
said.
Graham stressed that stu''We need to have people inUCF's Young Democrats
dents should vote for their in- volved, whatever their politi- sponsored the event, which
dividual interests.
cal standings are," Graham drew about 150 people.
by Ann Marie Sikes
STAFF REPORTER
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Thursday, ·Oct. 29th
l st Place: $125. & Denim Jacket
2nd Place: - $75. & Satin Jacket
3rd Place: $50. & Sport Shirt
Catagories: *Appearance & Physique
*Survivability
Personality
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Register Today At All Pro Sports Pub

•

Al Contestants W'1 a Promotional Package

Got What It Takes To Be A Mountain Man?
Kart Racing School

R

A

C

I

N

• 2 Day Complete School
• Half I Full Day Co~
• Lapping Days
• RaceSem

Q

Ever wonder what it's really like to drive a racing machine?
• Learn the skills and experience the thrills.
· • Radically improve your road driving perl'ormance.
• All Equipment Provided •

Aspbah Road ~

• Upcoming Professional Driver I Imtructors ..

Register Today! (407) 678-6531

Come by and ~it our representative at the University of Central Florida (Student Center Auditorium)
on Thursday, November 5, lO:OOam- 3:00pm
One-Year MBA program for BBAs, Two-Year MBA program for
others, highly flexible curriculum: d~~~ size of 45 students or
fewer (average of 25), students .:::ill choose from day and
evening classes, many scholarship~ :..vailable.
Our MBA is nationally recognired in the fields of International
Business, Health Administration, Accounting, Computer
· Information Systems, Finance, Marketing, Telecommunications,
Management, Leadership, and Organizational Behavior.
Brochures and applications will be available for all our business
masters programs:
MBA
~of ProfessJooalAlxotlntiog

MS,CIS
MA, Eoooomics
MS, Tax

~ofPUblk:~

MS, Opcratiom Research

~Jn Intemational~

Graduate Business
PO Box 248505

Coral Gables, FL 33124-6524
Call Toll Free 800-531-7137

•

JILL PBO SPOB?fB,

PUB • EA\'l'E
Presents the Busch -Mountain Man Contest
Longnecks
r-----------,
FR££12"SUB*
• Daily Beer &Lunch Specials

•

D

• 7SO

• Oysters &Buffalo Wings
• Big Italian Combo _
• Famous Cheese Steak
• Sandwiches, Salads &Pitas
• Potato Skins &Nachos
• Pool, Darts ·&Video

Take Out Availahle
Now Delivering
ALL AGES WELCOMElll
~

·&58-SUBS
(658-78271

I
I
I WITH PURCHASE OF 12" SUB I
I
AND LARGE DRINK ,, ·- ! I
I
*Of e<iual or lesser value
' ...,, ··I

..

___________
ExPires 12/10/92

-1

,------------,
PITCHER
L

1 FR~£
1
1 OF BEER OR SODA 1
I
WITH PURCHASE ,, ·~ I
I
OF 50 WINGS
, " ·I
L - - - ~P~S ~'.!.2'~ - - - ::J
0

•
•

•
•

•

•

,------------,
: BUCKET Of OYSTERS :
I
$9.99
I
L - - - ~~s.!!'.!.2'!! -

, -,j'1 I

•

· ""'· I

r-----------,
FR££ ORDER

:

•

- - :I

OF 10 WINGS

:

I
WITH PURCHASE , . . I
I
OF I0 WINGS
·· I
L - - - ~P~S.!!'.!.2'!! - - - :I

r-K9N1'GHTsrALKER-,

: 2 ft. SUB & PITCHER :
1 OF BEER OR SODA,_ 1
I
$'Z.99
, .I
ExPires 12/10/92
... ,
L

----------

..
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Bush supports economic growth
• Curbing Inflation and Lowering Interest: President
Bush believes the best way to spur economic growth
and create new jobs is to keep inflation and interest
rates down and control federal spending.
•Expand Trade and Create Jobs: Has lowered the
trade deficit and poitns to the newly-enacted North
American Free Trade Act as ways of increasing
exports from America.
• Regulatory relief: Proposes the "Credit Availability
and Regularity Relief Act of 1992 to streamline
banking regulations and cut unneeded paperwork.
• Revitalizing Education: Proposes the America 2000 and the Lifelong Learning
plans to improve the nation's educational system into a world leader by the tum
of the century.
• Establish New Goals for the Welfare System: President Bush encouraged
private sector welfare-to-work initiatives to move the system from a "handout to a
hand up."
• Empowering Communities: Through his Points of Light Foundation and similar
programs, President Bush plans to put the power and pride of ownership back
into the peoples' hands.
• Affordable Health Care: The president has proposed plans such as expanding
primary and preventive care to bring down the costs of health care.

Perot wants to eliminate deficit

•

.

.

•The Deficit: Perot's first and primary objective as
president is to eliminate the deficit. He insists that
government cannot operate in the red and, because of
his business experience, he can eliminate wasteful
projects.
·
• Domestic Economy: The best way to boost the
economy is to start a job base in this country. By
rebuilding the basic national infrastructure, It becomes
easier to create jobs
• Foreign Economy: Perot believes in fair trade and
not ''free trade." The trade agreements currently in effect have led to the current
demise of our nation's economic structure. He believes that any restrictions
placed on American exports should be similarly place on that country's imports
into America.
•Education: Perot believes the problem is not with teachers but within the
system. America currently has the highest dollar-per-student ratio budgeted in
the world yet is considered one of lowest-rated educational systems operating.
He would reform both the educational budget and system.
• Big Government: Perot's biggest motivation is to take the power from special
interests and lobbyists and return it to the people. He proposes a communitybased nation by using electronic town meetings. is wanted.

Clinton invests in communities
• Put America to Work: By using a $20 billion annual
federal investment and converting a defense-based
eeonomy to a peacetime one, Gov. Clinton plans to
restore ec;xmomic growth by investing in commu 1iities
and the nation's infrastructure.
• Demand Corporate Responsibility: A tour-part plan .
that would ensure tax fairness, encourage private
investment with tax credits, open up world markets
with tougher trade legislation and ensure worker
retraining at the corporate level.
• Reward Work and Families: Gov. Clinton wants to
reduce the middle-class tax burden, provide better education and employment
incentives to welfare recipients and to sign the Family and Medical Leave Act to
reward work and responsibility.
•Institute Lifetime Learning: Says that education today is no longer a key to
opportunity, it is an imperative. Gov. Clinton plans to overhaul the public school
system, better prepare children for learning and develop a national apprenticeship
program to give every American citizen1an opportunity at better educational opportunities.
•Provide.Affordable, Quality Health Care: Gov. Clinton wants to control health
care costs, eliminate tax breaks for drug companies that increase prices faster than
average incomes and retool the insurance lobby.

Marrou g·e/i minate double taxation
• Libertarians believe that the individual should plan
his or her future and reject the initiation offorce by any
one or thing.
.
.
• Unemployment: By unfairly taxing the American
people and regulating business, jobs are not available
and companies canot fairly compete in the world market. The libertarians propose to phase out subsidies, eliminate double taxation of corporations, eliminate.
regulations and mandates affecting competitiveness
and end government economic meddling.
• Education: The Libertarians support a true market economy .in the field of
. education and would implement tax credits, financial incentives for businesses and
individuals to help fund schools. It also plans to elimnate the U. S. Department of
Education, which spends billions on education, yet "educates no one."
•Political Corruption: Would eliminate special rights and privleges of elected or
appointed government officials and revise electoral pr.pcess to open it up to more
·
candidates in the future.
•Health Care and Costs: Would reverse the regulatoiy and socialized systems now
being used to get government out of the health care business.
• Crime: More criminals should be prosecuted and less of general populace.

MTV says 'Choose or Lose' RAVE registers 13,000
by Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

•

•

Music Television is winding down
its year-long campaign to educate viewers and encourage voting in the Nov. 3
election.
MTV targeted its 18 to 24-year-old
viewers in the "Choose or Lose" segments.
.
Tabitha Soren hosted "Choose or
Lose," which started on the road with
candidates at the beginning of the primaries.
The segments addressed educational
issues about executive power and how
the electoral college functions.
MTV designed the segments to target issues affecting young voters and
motivate them to get involved.
Democratic presidential candidate
Bill Clinton and his running mate Al
Gore participated in the show's forums.
Both candidates responded to questions from 18 to 24-year-olds about
issues affecting them.
President George Bush and Vice
President Dan Quayle both declined to
appear on MTV.
The network also offered Independent candidate Ross Perot the opportunity to appear, but he has not yet re-

plied to the offer.
In addition to covering the issues,
MTV also set up registration booths at
its concerts and events to increase the
opportunity for young voters to make
their voices heard .
MTV estimates about 100,000 of its
viewers registered through its voter
registration efforts.
According to Judy McGrath, executive vice president and creative director for MTV, MTV felt obligated to
inform its 57 million or more viewers.
"We feel MTV has both a unique
opportunity and a responsibility to
bring our viewers into con4tct with
political leaders and issues which shape
their world," McGrath said .
According to Joyce Lilie, a UCF political science professor who teaches a
class about media and politics, television should not be the primary source
for voters to learn about politics.
Lilie said the quick clips and superficiality of television easily arouse interest, but do not necessarily educate.
Lilie said, however, she has not seen
the MTV segments.
"With the interest having been
aroused, I would hope the person would
turn to the print medium for more
information," Lilie said.

by Dannie Helm
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ready And Voting for Education
registered more than 13,000 students
in September, a significant increase
compared to last year's 2,500 students registered, by Student Government.
Chris Marlin, director of public relations said, "I anticipate the 18-24
(;Toup will experience the largest percentage increase of voters in any de-mographic group in history."
Brian Gleason, director of External Governmental Affairs for SG,
stressed the importance of casting an
educated vote.
RAVE concentrates its efforts on
informing voters on candidates and
issues by reaching students through
advertisements, information booths
and pamp~lets, said Kendra Stuart,
RAVE coordinator.
RAVE has pamphlets available on

many of the candidates and their educational voting record.
.. RAVE also sponsors events like the
mock presidential debate, which was
held Oct. 29.
SG started RAVE at UCF less than
a year ago with the national chapter.
It organizes students and gives them
a voice, Gleason said.
As a non-partisan organization, it
performs a valuable service, he said.
RAVE deals with candidates from
local as well as national elections and
informs voters on all of the candidates ..
Marlin said ltAVE does more than
promote awareness. "I believe this
educational focus makes RAVE
wiique," he said.
Stuart said she hopes RAVE will
be unnecessary in the future to get
students to vote.
RAVE will be compiling demographics following the General Election and will announce the results.

CORRECTION
An article ir1 last Tuesday's issue incorrectly identified Dr. Robert Belle as former
director of minority recruitment at UCF. He was director of minority services.
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libertarians sb1Jggle with two-party system
by Ann Marie Sikes
STAFF REPORTER

During the presidential debates, only one party that was
on the ballot in 50 states was
. missing a representative: Libertarians.
The third largest" political
party in the United States, Libertarians continue their
struggle in a predominately
two-party system.
According to the Orange

County Elections Office~ there
are 265 registered Libertarians in the county.
Nationally, the Libertarian
party received two million
votes for various offices in 1990
and 500,000 popular ovtes in
1988's presidential election.
The party, formed in 1971,
identifies itself as the party of
individual liberty.
Libertarians believe that
today's politicians have led
Americans away from the prin-

I

ciples of individual liberty and
personal responsibility.
They view government at
all levels as too large, expensive, inefficient and intrusive.
Because of this, party memhers see themselves as in tune
with America's Founding Fathers, like Thomas Jefferson
and James Madison.
The idea is to follow closely
in their ways but to change the
world~s view of the scopes and
functions of governments.

Libertarians would like to
see a country with less government intervention. It believes
there should be less intervention particularly in areas of
consumer issues, personal issues and passing large foreign
defense bills on to taxpayers.
The overriding concern for
Libertarians appears to be that
government respects individuals as unique, intelligent
people.
They believe that, if consid-

ered carefully, most Americans
would prefer their option in
political structure.
Andre Marrou and Nancy
Lord are on the United States
ballot representing the Libertarian party in all 50 states.
According to a Libertarian
flier, Marrou beat incumbent
President George Bush in the
1992 primary in Dixville
Notch, the town whose voters
always vote before any other
in the nation.

Kovaleski challenges McCullom for District 8
by Roslbel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Local businessman Chuck Kovaleski challenges sixa
term Rep. Bill
McCullom, R-Orlando.
The Democratic
Party chose 44-year
old Kovaleski, president of Attorney's
Title Insurance Fund,
Inc., to run for House
Districts.

Kovaleski believes
his business background will give him
an edge in the election.
"As
Central
Florida spokesman
for 'Eight is Enough,' I believe congressmen should go to .
Capital Hill to work, and not to reti~e," Kovaleski said. "
Kovaleski plans to concentrate on major campaign finance
reforms and deficit reductions.
"Groups that have my respect won't have to pay me to
get me to listen to them," Kovaleski said. "It's just one part
of the real reforms overdue in Congress."
"Acountry drowning in red ink can't hope to compete in
the global marketplace or even maintain an areept.able
standard ofliving. Every workingman and woman in this
country is expected to balance their checkbook," Kovaleski
said "It's time we expect the same from Congress."
Kovaleski signed the "Lead or Leave" pledge, the first
congressional candidate t.o do so. The pledge aims to
decrease the federal deficit. Unless the federal budget
deficitforthe 1996fiscalyearfalls50percentlowerthanthe
1992 fiscal year budget deficit, Kovaleski said he will not
seek re-election (if elected) when his term ends.
Kovaleski said the financial role of the federal government should be confined to areas such as research and
development. The larger role offinancing education needs /
to be in the state and not the federal government, he said
Kovaleskiisapro-dioicecandidate who supportsfamily
leave and health
reform.
Kit Pepper-Huibregtse, Kovaleski's campaign coordinator, said, "If there was ever a year to defeat a Republican
congressman, this is the year."
TimMcCann,aliberal studies major at UCF, interns for
the Kovaleski campaign. His duties include researdring
theissuesaswellasmakingKovaleskiknowntothepuhlic.
"I see Kovaleski as a guy trying to bring positive change to
Washington," McCann said
"I think [Kovaleski] is responding to what the people
truly want," McCann said
Kovaleski has held numerous positions having seived
aschair9ftheJunior Achievement's Education Committee
and Board of Directors. He also served on the Orlando
Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors.
Kovaleski received his bachelor of arts in history from
Olivet College and his law degree from the University of
Illinois.

care

Currently, Kovaleski volunteers time on the Orange
County and Florida Bar Associations and UCFs Arts
Program Advisory Board
Some of Kovaleski's supporters include: The Florida
Nurses Association,
Orange County Fire
Flghters,theNational
Education Association political action
"
committee, Florida
should goto
Teaching ProfessionNational Education
Capitol Hill to
Association, Florida
work. .. "
AFL-CIO, Florida
Abortion Rights Action Islgue, Inc. and
· .Chuc~ Kovaleski
League
of ConservaDEMOCRAT
tion vou;rs.
Koveleski
challenges
McCullom, 48, as a
six-term incumbent.
McCullom distinguishes himself from other incumbents. "I have demonstrat.ed leadership in many ways,"
McCullom said He believes his experience, knowledge,
seniority and demonstrated leadership set him apart from
his opponent
McCullom's top national priorities include reformed
health care, controlled federal deficit and balanced midget.
"National health care legislation must look at options
which require health insurers selling small business policies to provide an affordable basic plan," McCullom said
The plan would limit exclusions for p00ple with preexisting health problems and guarantee portability, he
said Increases in the price of medicine need t.o slow down
andthe medical malpractice recoveries should be
limited, McCullomadded
McCullom said the
only fiscally responsible
solution to the budget
deficitinvolves the reduction of federal spending,
not increased taxes.
"Onlyafterourannual
deficit problems are addressed can we as a nation deal with the growingdebt,"McCullom said
"I favor and have fought
for a line item veto for the
president and a balanced
budget amendment to the Constitution."
Local priorities for McCullom include the saving of the
Orlando Naval Training Center and the opening ofthe
Veterans Hospital in Orange County. McCullom led a
community effort to save the training center as well as
thousands ofjobs.
"Closing NTC Orlando would not have saved the taxpayers any money," McCullom said "In fact, .. , it would
have taken the government over 100 years to rec6up the
closing costs!"
Sincesomanyveteranslivein Orlando, the new hospital

··· "'vvngressmen

in Orlando will properly serve the metropolitan area,
McCullom said "Our veterans deserve better, more accessible care than they are receiving now," McCullom said "
McCullom supports term limits, but does not favor
Proposition 9. However, he's in favor of a constitutional
amendment t.o limit terms. Congressional members know
McCullom as the one advocate in the fight to limit terms.
He is the president and founder of the committee on
Limiting Terms Lobby.
McCullom believes thefederalgovemmentshouldhave
a limited role in fundingfor education. He supports grants
for research and a student's right to a loan regardless oflrisl
her ability to pay. While in college the student would pay
only the interest. The principal would be paid after the
students finds a job.
According to John Ariale, McCullom's campaigning
manager, the campaign is well organized and McCullom's
views are right on line with those of the people. As vice
chairman ofthe House Republican Conference, McCullom
helps develop House Republican policy and strategy on
legislative and political matters, and negotiates with the
Senate and House Democratic Leadership.
In Congress, McCullom serves on the Committee on the
. Judicimy, where he serves on the Crime and Criminal
Justice subcommittee, the Civil and Constitutional subcommittee and is the ranking Republican on the International Law, Immigration and Refugees subcommittee.
McCullom also serves on the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs andis the ranking Republican
on the General Oversight and Investigations subcommit,.
tee. He serves on the Financial Institutions Supervision,
Regulation and Insurance subcommittee and the International Development, Finance, Trade and Monetary Policy
subcommittee.
McCullom served on the Orange County Bar
Association's Executivecornmitt.ee
and was chairmanoftheRepublican Executive
committee
of
"I have fought
Seminole County.
for a line item
He served as
chairman of the
House Republican anti-drug
.. Biii McCullom
Task Force in
REPUBLICAN
1988.
McCullom is a
oommanderinthe
United States
Naval Reserve, a
member of the American Legion, the Reserve Officers
Association, the Naval Reserve Association, the Military
Order ofthe World Wars, the Florida Bar and the Kiwanis.
Before Congress, McCullom was a partner with the
private practice of Pitts, Eubanks and Ross in Orlando.
McCullomreceivedhisBachelorofArtsandlawdegrees
from the UniversityofFlorida.
The National VietnamVeterans Coalition, the National
Association of Realtors, the Florida State Lodge Fraternal
Order of Police and the Florida Right to Life endorse
McCullom.
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Clinton offers the
U.S. and students the
best hope of the '90s

W

ell, it's finally here.
After a marathon, multi-month
presidential campaign, it is at last time to go
to the polls and pull the lever for a presidential candidate.
The Central Florida Future is breaking a
25-year traclition and endorsing a presidential candidate for the 1992 election.
The editorial staff has monitored the campaigns, conventions and platforms ofall major
candidates; there has been a good deal of
debate and discussion among the staff on the
various issues facing the nation, and some
members of our staff have had personal contact with some of the canclidates.
Our assistant sports editor, Trace Trylko,
spoke to President George Bush atlast week's
electric town meeting in Miami and asked
him a question about his response to young
voters; our managing editor~ Savannah
Miller, spoke to Governor Bill Clinton when
he ~e to Orlando in October·and asked
him a question about his.plan to assist college students.
In the end, we have decided to endorse
Gov. Bill Clinton for president.
America needs meaningful change and
someone who can create Unity in the government. Believe it or not, this means we need a
great politician, and even the Republicans
will admit Clinton is a politician.
But we don't believe politician is necessarily a pejorative term.Clinton has a solid plan for the economy and
an excellent plan to help those who want a
higher education. Students can work off their
student loans by providing government service
for a few years. Additionally, :Sush himselfhas
mentioned Clinton's work as an innovator in
the educational endeavors of the nation.
Twelve years of Republican administrations an,d so-called "trickle-down" economics
have proved to be unworkable, if not disastrous. The deficit threatens to bankrupt the
nation's posterity, and all President Bush
can do is blame everyone- but himself.
Granted~ the president is not completely to
blame for~ the country's problems, but as
chief executive, he should at least take some
of the responsibility. ·
As far as H. Ross Perot is concerned, he is
entertaining to watch on television, but no
matter what, running a _business is simply
not the same as running a country. Everyone
likes his plain talk, but if it eve~ crune to
actually implementing some of Perot's plans
- like the 50 cent gas tax - there'd be a call
for impeachment. ·
We feel Governor Clinton represents the
best hope this nation has.to climb out of the
deep hole it is presently in.

the world fools, and the other half hypocrites.
•He who made us would have been a pitiful bungler
ifhe had made the rules of our moral conduct a matte;
WHAT'S NEXT?
of science.
ith the theme Ofthe - •The legitimate powers ofgovernment extend to such
day this election· acts as are injurious to others.
yearbeing"change"
And, ofcourse, there is the traditional Jefferson maxim
- even the Ultimate insider which says that which gov"ems least, governs best.
· George Bush is billing himThat is it in a nutshell. ·
self an agent of change_
However,perhapsJefferson'swordsaretooarchaicfor
perhaps it is time to present . th~ Empty-V generation So here is the Reader's Digest
the candidate who represents version ofwhat Jefferson said about government: that itis
a real change. And the inter- a non-interventionist body which is used to settle disputes
esting thing is, he represents between people when one citizen feels his or her basic civil
a party which, while it would rights Oife, liberty, the pursuit ofhappmes.s- remember
mean a drastic change in the those, guys?) has been-violated by another.
status quo, is really only asking that America return to the
ItsjobisNOTto dictate modesofbehavior to the nation's
standards that made it the most emulated example offree citizens, nor to subjugate them to a required tithe of some
thought and freedom to begin with. Andre Marrouis liSted sort at regularly scheduled intervals.
Libertariansbelievethatthegovemrnentshouldnottell
this year as the candidate for the Libertarian Party, one
which is on the ballot in Florida And the Libertarian Party anyone how to act, think or behave - a drastic departure
is one which really can promise (and deliver) more free- from what we have had recently. It works on the basis that
doms, lower taxes and traditional American values.
the country's people are reasonably rational, basically
The reason is simple. The Libertarians are rooted in the decently-behaved individuals who, given the opportunity,
ideology ofJeffersonian Democracy.
will lfye their lives in a fairly altruistic and civilized
That's Jefferson as in ThomasJefferson-authorofthe manner... as long as the rules don't get too ridiculous.
Declarationoflndependenceandotherlightwritingswhich
And, believe me, after 200 years of Congressional laws
have become, essentially, cornerstones for the nation. and Executive Orders, the rules HAVE gotten too far out of
Regrettably, our nation and its leaders seem to have hand Ifyou don't believe me, just stop by the library and
strayed further and further from our own basi~ with the check out the stacks of books that have resulted from our
passingoftime.AsJe:fferson himseJfnoted, "Ourrulers will litigious love affair with lawyers.
become corrupt, our people careless. From the conclusion of
Ofcourse, there is another big, basic difference between
this war we shall be going downhill."
what the Democrats want, what the Republicans want and
Since there is usually no better way to \inderst.and the what the Libertarianswant:theDemocratswanttotaxthe
concept duqi to go right to the horse~s mouth, here is an hell out of us to piss our money away on public programs;
essential rundown on what Jefferson believed in so far as the Republicans want to t.ax the hell out of us to piss our
government and its role in society is ooncerned:
money away on defense systems. Both of these social
• It is error alone which needs the support of govern- welfare groups are usually inefficient and self-centered.
ment. Truth can stand by itse1£
The Libertarians, however, don't even want an IRS.
• Go"'{emments are instituted amotig men, deriving They figure you probably know the best way to spend your
own money.
their just powers from the consent ofthe governed.

Bill Cushing
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·Suicide a reality for many
Barbara Grimm

•I

CAMPUS COMMENTARY

am writing because I would like t.o address the subject
ofdepres&onandsuicide among college students. First,
let me introduce myself. ·I am 22 years old; I am
majoringinMolecular Biology and Mlcrobiologywithasolid
3.75 GPA and am known among my friends as an overachiever. However, last spring I went through a period of
depres&on that was so severe, I ended up spending five
weeks ofmy swnmer in a psychiatric hospital.
It all began in Februacy 1992. On the outside, I appeared
t.o be normal enough. My future seemed so bright; everyone
thoughtlcould easily pursue a Ph.D. orhavernypickofany
medical school in the country. On the inside, however, I was
fallingapart.lbrokeupwith myboyfiiendofl 1J2years, was
crumbling under the pressure ofmy classes, was despairing
because I didn't feel like I was capable of accomplishing
anything and just felt.downright lousy.
'!his entire honible situation culminated in May, when
I became ~ with death. Death was in my every
thought and I just couldn't get it out of my mind. Fortunately, I let my close friends know how I was feeling, and

.

•

'

•

•

theymgedmet.oseekhelp.Andseekhelpldid!OnJune29,
199'2, I chfl!ked int.o University Behavioral Center, and it
was a wonderful experienoo. I gained insight as t.o why I felt
so rotten, and how t.o reoover from the depres&on. I finally
felt like I was living, not just surviving.
My point is this: mostpoople who sufferfrom depresfilon,
anxiety, loneliness or other problems are afraid t.o get help.
1.beythipk "I can handle this on my own," or"Evecyone will
think rm weird ifl see a shrink." I want t.o stress that some
. problems are t.oo big t.o handle on your own, and it's okay t.o
ask for help! rm not ashamed t.o tell my stmy, ort.osaythat
I am seeing a therapist or t.o t.a1k about how much better I
feel! Ifyou don't seek out help, believe me; the problems will
tum int.o a nightmare. There shouldn't be such a stigma ro.
getting help for emotional problems. Most people don't
hesitate t.o see a doctor fur physical problems, so why
hesitate when it comes t.o your emotional well-being? '!he
best part is counseling is highly effective in treatin~ depression and other problems, and it's of(_ered free on-eampus and
at many off-eampus fucilities.
·
Please, don't be ashamed ofthe way you feel and don't be
afraidrot.alkaboutit.Don'tendupasdesperat.easlwas,just
because you think "only Crazy people see a therapist."
'!hank you for letting me tell my srocy.

Llsten ...

rn like to help/

but this <;4 L~andal is
coStin3 h.mdreds billion~
.....__._,,--, of dollars ...

'*
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In this court case, Snakes defend snakes and get even
DaveBalTy
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
hate to bring thi~ up so close to the presidential
election, but it turns out that the problem of
snakes in toilets is even worse than we thought.
You may recall that several months ago I wrote
about a chilling but true incident in Oklahoma
wherein a courageous man fought a lengthy
multicommode battle to evict a lengthy snake from
the plumbing system of a sportsmen's club. The man
would flush the snake down one toilet, thinking he
had got rid of it, but then, barn, it would pop up in
another toilet. It had to be a nightmare, similar to a
situation wherein you're watching television, and
no matter which channel you change to, ham, there's
the Cap~ and Tennille.
After that column appeared, I rec.eived dozens of
letters from readers claiming that they, too, have
had encounters with toilet snakes. Even if we allow
for the fact that a certain percentage (94) of the
pec;>ple who read this column are, to use psychological
terminology, a few croutons short of a salad, we see
that this snake problem is not confined to Oklahoma.
In fact, it's not even· confined to the United States. l
base this statement on an amazingincidenf in Canada
(a nation located near Buffalo, N.Y.) wherein a toilet
snake appeared as evidence in a COURT OF .LAW.
This was brought to my attention by alert Canadian John Hale, who was the defense lawyer in the
case. He sent in a news account from Lawyers'
Weekly, written ~Y Elizabeth Payne and headlined
- I am not making this up-LAWYERS ATI'EMPI'
TO GET SNAKE DOWN TOILET FOR COURT:-

I

ROOM DEMONSTRATION.
To understand why this demonstration was le.,.
gaily necessary, you need to know what lawyers call
the facts of the case (or, in Latin, "ipso factos"):
On tlie morning of July 21, 1991, a 9-year-old girl
went into the bathroom of her Ottawa apartment

We apologize,
but the
. JeffMacNee~y
cartoon was ·
unavailable at the time we went to
press.
a

and discovered, in the toilet bowl, four·:foot-long
(or, in Latin, 1.25-meter) python named "Even,"
hereinafter referred to as "Even." The girl told her
mom, who called the authorities, who managed to
capture Even somel!ow. ("We have this toilet surrounded! Come out with your hands up!")
'
lt was determined that Even belonged to a man
who lived in the apartment upstairs; prosecutors
then charged this man with cruelty to animals,
alleging that he wanted to get rid of Even, so he (the
owner) flushed him (Even) down the toilet, causing
Even to suffer abrasion$ and what the article describes as "a bad case of snake pneumonia."
But defense lawyer Hale clainied that the defendant had merely left Even soaking in a bathtub, and
that Even crawled into the toilet of his own free will.
According to the article, Hale argued that "because
Even is a ball python and r-0lls into a ball when
frightened... it would be impossible to flush him
down the toilet." (Legal scholars will recognize this

as the famous "Ball Python defense."
At this point, you probably have a several questions:
·
1. Why was he soaking the snake in the bathtub?
2. Did it have snake B.O.?
3. Despite the lack of armpits?
4. Does the Canadian legal system have a lot of
spare time, or what?
The answer to No. 4 is clearly "yes," because when
the case went to tnal, defense lawyer Hale had an
actual toilet brought into the courtroom and filled
with water for a demonstration intended to prove
that Even would, on his own, go commode-diving. I
am still not making this up. The prosecutor strongly
objected to this demonstration, arguing that "the
very reason we are in court is because of an allegation that someone tried to force a snake down the
toilet."
But the jµdge-decided to allow the dem~nstration.
And so, as the various legal parties looked on intently, a state-appointed snake guardian removed
Even from a sack and placed him into the toilet bowl.
A hushed and dramatic silence fell over the court. room, ·and then, suddenly, Professor Prendergast
leaped fo his feet and shouted: "[ DID IT! I MURDERED CLARISSA WITH THE WEED WHACKER
AND I'M GLAD!!"
No,· Unfortunately .n othing that conclusive oecurred. Even stayed in the toilet for a mo~ent, then ·
slithered back out toward his sack. The experiment
was repeated tWice, with ihe same results. The
article does not state whether Even was under o~th.
("Please raise your, um, your... ") _
.
B.u t apparently the demonstration was effective,
because the judge found the defendant not guilty.
· Thisisyetanotherexainpleofbleeding-heart-liberal ·
. judges freeing hardened criminals armed ~th 1.25meter snakes to assault the plumbing ofla~-abiding
society, knowing full well .that the police in most
cities are legally restricted to a snake caliber of no
greater than . 75. Is there something you can do? You
bet there is. You can st.ay out of the bathroom.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
A special thank you to Dr. Callarman
for his speech on time management last
· nite. Our big Halloween/Paddle nite
bash is this Sat. Dress appropriately.
Happy Birthday Dave I
~16

WITHOUT QUESTION, THE
HALLOWEEN PARTY OF THE YEAR!
THISSATURDAY@THE DELT
HOUSE PARTY STARTS AT 9PM
ALL ARE WELCOME
CLUB~Ta

BACK, AND BETIER THAN EVER.
ACACIA
The Dead Acacian Ball is Sat. night at
the house from 10-2, wear your
costumes. Let's get ready for the flag
football playoffs. Homecoming is next
week, watch out for Acacia and Kl:, a
winning connection. C-ya.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Brothers don't forget , service project
Oct. 29 with Ort. Day Nursery Center.
Meeting behind the Wild Pizza at 2pm.
Everyone is welcome to join usl
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Fridays agenda-Bust games at 11,
cans due at 6, award ceremony at 8:30
in the Wild Pizza. Party Saturday @
the AXA Palace. Hey Keith, whars that
red stuff on your face?
·

October 29, 1992

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Pig Roast is Nov. 13. Zeta's, get your
dates for the best date function yeti
Zeta football players-what a great job!
ZTA 26-ML\ O! Keep up the good work
Zeta's! Homecoming is next weekr.AE-we cail'twait! ZTA r.AE ZTA r.AE
ZTA r.AE ZTA ZLAMI

212 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532.
2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, garage, W/D.
Across from UCF $550. 647-4949.

CLUB INFO
SWAT
Your UCF Wellness Center offers you
the best club on campus along with
programs to help you improve your lifestyle, control your weight, drinking,
smoking, etc. Pegathon coming soon.
X5841 .

For rent furnished 2 bedroom apt $440
a month. Walking distance to UC F.
363-5636.
For rent Union Park area 2B 28 duplac,
washer/dryer, dishwasher,-$400/mo. +
security. Ph. 648-5136 Eve. 862-3188.
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1pm.

Legal secretary available for home
typing full time W. P. 5.1 at your
conwnience. Marilyn 382-0405.

HELP WANTED

Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

LOST& FOUND

Looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would like to
make 500-1500 for a one week
marketing project right on campus. Must
be organized and hard working. Call
800-592-2121 X308.

Lost!!! three sheep-last seen in the
ghetto on Sunday nite. A generous
reward is offered!!!(particularly for the
one with the black back leg) Please call
Wipes@ 823-1#@?-thanx.

Student Center Room 211.

FOR SALE
ROOMMATES

Diamond engagement ring .15 ct. $150
Call Jeff 830-9106 for apt. at UCF.

Female roomate wanted to share 212
house. Furnished bedroom $250/mo. +
1/2 utilities. Pool & rec. access. Call
anytime 273-5840.

For Sale
1992 Honda Elite-SR Scooter
Paid $1912-Sell for $1500 080 ·
Only 200 miles-incl. spare partshelmet and cover.
Must see- Must sell!!!
Call Adam at CVI 380-6000 X3092
Leave message.

M/F non-smoker to share duplex, 10
min. from campus; own bath; W/D;
$225/mo_ split util; 679-9494.
Seeking dean Rm/mate +. friend, 18+
N/cig S to start short lease of 2BD apt.
behind Pizza Hut across from UCF. Affd
rent from $213-$250 ea.Imo. + Dep.
$125-$198 ea. Call Leigh@658-n03.
Leave message.

PHI DELTA THETA
FINS wanted to share 3BR 2BA apt,
Congrats to Phi Delt 3x3 basketball.
pool, patio, alarm, -volley/raquet courts,
PDT-2games, AXAl-1game. Look
friendly. roommates. Call 679i3264
forward to a great Hallowfest party Sat · Lauren, Jane, Christine.
10pm-5am. This party will be rated
NC-17. Art, consider rule #20. GHTF.
MF N/S to ·share nice 3/2 apt. 5min.
from UCF. Clubhouse, AC, raquetball,
PHI GAMMA DELTA
pool, spa, weightroom. No deposits.
FIJI!! FIJI!!
$325 pays all. Call .380-3243 Pine
FIJlll FIJlll
Harbour.
FIJI pledges are #111 Hey yo-how ya
feeling?! Don't forget Big Bro/Lil Bro
Female roommate wanted share
golf tourney Sat Oct. 31st. Movie nite
2bdr/2ba condo w/single mom reduced
was great-Dan, keep up the good
rent for babysitting time, pool, tennis.
work! A memorial service will be held
$275/mo. + 112 util, no deposit. Call
Fri. nite @ the FIJI House for Brother
382-3993 leaw message.
James T. Heflin-he died of a broken
heart.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Founders Day Nov. 1. Celebrating 91
years of domination. L<l>E & Mn ffoat
building at the house. Bring your water
balloons & towels. Homecoming 92UCF-AMI & l:Cl>E.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

8

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service

Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

MUSTSELLll!
Double size waterbed
with 6 drawers, heater, and sheets.
$85.00 or reasonable offer.
Call Greg at 384-8743 ASAP.
Queensize waterbed with mirrored
headboard, neater $150. 260-6050 . .

Wanted: High School wrestling
coaches_ HS wrestling experience
required college wrestling preferred.
Must be able to get coaching
endorsement. Paid & nonpaid available.
Contact Mark at 365-6122.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

TRICK or TREAT
Don't be tricked. Expanding co. needs
those who want to-treat themselves to
marketing & training. $$ ptlft. Serious
inquires only 774-8838.

Chemistry tutor experienced graduate
student. CHM 2045 2046 Call 695-4410. t
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
Grad. stud. will tutor in your home. Call
Steve @ 658-8158.

Greek wanted for telemarketing to
sororities. Part-time 331-4070.

Sports minded enthusiasts earn extra

I

OTHER

money for holidays. Call.366-8640.
I

GE 1.5 cu. ft. refrigerator. Freezer
compartment, temp. control dial. $50
Call Bill Quain ext 2188, 679-3247.
Tandem bike-touring/racing model.
Kuwahara frame, excellent components,
18 speeds, great shape $700· or best
offer. Bill Quain, ext. 2188, 679-3247.

TYflSTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n°9600

AUTOS
'

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus,- Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext S-4628.
Jeep CJ-5 1978 Runs strong, 4x4, 4
speed, 1987 V-8 350 horsepower, softtop and seat covers. $3300 neg. Call
380-9605 ask for Chris.

Afraid to go against the grain due to
social and political unacceptance. Well, ,
don't be I will be there, too. Vote Perot
and get the red tape out of the
government.

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter qualitynaser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate

CLASSIFIED INFO
35 Characters Per Line
*$0. 75 per line: UCF Students,
Staff, & Faculty *$1.50 per line
Non-students & Businesses
*Boldface & Underline Double
Line Rate *Prepayment Only
Stop by Th8 Central Rorida
Future Business Office (9am-4pm)
0

or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to:

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

The Central Florida Future,

Attn : Michelle Raymond, Classifieds,
P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816
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U.C.R PEGATHON
sKRUNU

...

FITNESS WALK
CELEBRATING HOMECOMING '92

Sunday November 8, 1992
10:00 AM at Lake Claire
Post-race BBQ Brunch by Kiwanis
Live Music by The Sea Dogs
Drawings, Kiddie Run
Overall & Age Group Awards
§S~~

Srudent Wefloass Ad\IOCllle Team

~gr-a
~
~
~ ~

FLORIDA H051'1TAL

Information at UCF Wellness Center

823-5841

I bet the
inside of
the ugly
pumpkins
that never
get bought
look like the
inside of the
I Dream of
Genie bottle.
This
Halloween
designate a
driver.
A PSA of the CFF

,,

IRI, Iri.c.
286, 386, 486, PC's, desktops, notebooks:
We have them all, and
We give you what you want in your computer
. . Reliability-Complete hardware technical support, and
24 hour, 7 day-a-week technical support of 90% of the
software that we sell.
Convenience -FREE delivery, set-up, and installation.
-EREE consultation to get you started on
y~ur new computer.

•

Easy to Learn-A complete tutorial of each major function
comes built into the system. Perfect for the first-time user or
the expert who needs a quick and simple refresher course.
User-Friendly-Format a disk with the touch of a button, or
-Copy an entire disk with a single keystroke.
FREE Prodigy ~ource kit, FREE wordprocessor built-in,
EREE spreadsheet & charting, E'REE database manager.
Avoid waiting for hours in the UCF computer labs just to log
onto the LAN. A complete system, custom-tailored to your
needs is only a phone call away.

Computing has never been so easy!
Information Resources International, Inc.
(407) 931-1178

•
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'set' in Knights starting line-up
said. "But on the other hand it
can be a very relaxing sport at
the beach."
During her volleyball years
at Fort. Myers High School,
Queissar was a team captain,
a two-time All-Conference star,
a member of the first team of
All Southwest Florida, the
Player of the Year for Southwest Florida and helped lead
her team to a state championship title.
Queissar feels her strengths
on the court are in setting and
leadership.
Her weakness involves defense and her ability to take a
lot of criticism.

by Jenni Malone
CENTRAL: FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

•

•

•

•

She is ranked third in setting in theTransAmericaAthletic Conference and is the only
starting freshman on UCF's
women's volleyball team. She
is the 5-foot-7-inch powerhouse
setter Emily Queissar.
Queissar, who has 42 kills,
87 digs and 16 aces this year,
has been playing volleyball
since fifth grade.
She said she enjoys playing
volleyball because of the intensity.
"It is such an intense sport
especially in college," Queissar

II night computer rental
I

Come into the Kinko' s listed and.save on in-store, self-service Macintosh®
or IBM®PS/2® computer rental time. Offer valid from 10 pm and 7 am. One
coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through·12131192.

..

(Across from UCF)

..,~.;~'m1

t

~@
U[~

l!I

kinko~· ·I

th
'I
e copy center -!!!~

~wml!JIUl~ITfAalF£k'1lll!

Let us handle your personal hair care needs

COST CUTTERS®
(FAMILY HAIR CARE)

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
•

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Thursday marked the passing

of an institution in baseball when
Red Barber died in Tallahassee.

FRI. I 2PM -SPM
, SAT. & SUN. 8 AM-5Pf0

I

.

by Biii CUshlng

11500 E. COLON.IAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(ACROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)

between 10 pm· 7am to receive 50% off
late night computer rental.

12215 University Btvd.

FROM PAGE 12

cause she liked the school and ing tn WKU, but McDowell exshe was offered a good scholar- plained there is still hope for
ship as a starting freshman. . postseason play.
She would like to major in nurs'We are in the same position we
ing, specializing in the surgi- were in the week before we lost tn
cal or neo-natal area.
Western Kentucky," McDowell
Queissarfamilyis very close said 'We still have a shot at the
and sports oriented. Her sister playoffs but it is a long shot."
plays high school volleyball
TheKnightswerelistedasthose
and her parents are avid fans receivingothervotesafrerthe listof their children.
ing ofthe Division I-AA rankings.
"My parents have always TheKnightshavefourmoregames
been there for me. They have including the Flames, one more
never missed one of my sport- loss would put them out of the
ing events until this year."
running for a playoff berth.
In her spare time. Queissar
· The Fighting Knights will reenjoys watersking, going to the turn home Nov. 7 tn host Buffalo
beach, going out with her University in the Homecoming
friends and playing all sports. game. ·

.FLE1\ M1\RKET

We know that there are times when you'll
find yourself working around the clock to
get an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24 hours
a day ... every day. Come into Kinko's

II ~fs~~s~l0urs

FOOTBALL

.Baseball icon
Barber, 84, dies

We copy all night

I
I

Although the team's performance is not reflected in the
record, Queissarfeels the Lady
Knights are having a fairly
good season.
. "It has had its ups and
downs," Queissar said. "Lately
we have been keeping our
heads up and every now and
then we touch our peak."
Queissar said she has already learned a lot from playing volleyball at UCF. .
"Coach Smith is very demanding," Queissar said. "I
have learned a lot because she
just keeps pounding stuff into
our head."
Queissar choose UCF be-
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Off our regular low prices for salon
quality hairc~uts, services and products

679-6766

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd. &

OPEN DAILY

Dean Rd.

.L--------------------------~--------------------------

A legend among baseball radio announcers, Barber was one
, .
of the first to be inducted into
, • Hundreds of sellers, Thousands
the Baseball Hall of Fame. For
the past 12 years he had been a
of buyers
regular Friday morning feature
• Millions of N~w & Used items,
on National Public Radio.
Bob Fnwards, the anchor for
Antique, & Collectibles
NPR'sMoming Edition news pro• Free Parking; Snack bars
gram, had been a long-time listener of Allen while growing up
COME ONE, COME ALL TO
and the four minute weekly segBUY OR SELL .
ment-which combinedBarber's
knowledge
of sports with his
DEAL.ER SPACE AVAILABLE:
' unique homespun humor - had
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
l>een Fnward's idea when he was
(407) 380-8888 OR 679-8705
first offered the top post.
Barber did play-by-play from
NORB KOLB-, MGR.
1934 until 1966, working games
for the Cincinnati Reds, Brook...
lyn Dodgers and New York Yan. kees. He was on hand for 13
aka SHA REW ARE· TO-GO OF ORLANDO
World Series as well as directing CBS sports for nearly a decade in the 1940s and 1950s. He
DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
also announced eight profesPRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
sional football seasons.
DISCOUNTED SOFfW ARES, AS LOW AS 1.122
As 8.n on-air announcer, BarEXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES
ber was responsible for the popularization of several phrases still
TEL: 679-3551
used in baseball such as "catbird
seat" (being in first place) and
"rhubarb" (figh~ between managers or players and an official).
A student of the Florida
state university system, Barber attended the University of
Florida where, in 1929, he met
his wife, Lylah.
·'The guy was a broadcaster
from the day he left UF until two
weeks ago," Ralph U>wenstein,

a
\.

QC COMPUTER

•

• Live Classes with experienced instructors
e Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.
·7 days a week• Evenings too!
o No Nonsense Guarantee
o'Industry Leader- 53 years of ex.perience·1 and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed

KAPLAN
273-7111

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

dean of UFs College of Journal-ism and Communications, tnld s,
reporter for the Alligatnr. "He...
set a longevity record that never
will~ equaled"
U.S. Senator Connie Mack
called Barber a "nostalgic link
to the golden days ofAmerica's
pastime."
On Oct.10,Barberentered TallahasseeMemorialRegionalMedical Centerfor surgery, later developing pneumonia and other agerelat.ed complications. Beside his
wife,Barberissurvivedbyadaught.er, Sarah. The family requests
that any donations be made to the
Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Disorder Association, 70 E. Lake
St., Chicago, ill. 60601.
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TRAINERS
FROM PAGE 12
was donated by the boosters.
He also works with clinics for
extensive rehabilitation.
Despite all the hard work,
Mercuri is quick to point out
that he is very happy in his
position.
"I love being outdoors and
traveling. I could go to a clinic
and make more money, but I
wouldn't be happy being inside and dealing with the patients you have to work with. I
love working with young athletes who heal quickly and
want to get better.r"The biggest satisfaction I
get is helping an injured athlete back to health. When the
end result comes, it's pretty
satisfying."
Anyone interested in becomingatrainercancaIIMercurifor
more information at 823-2030.

Kevin Mercuri and his trainers are responsible for helping all injured athletes. They
will assist players on the field and.through the rehabilitation process. co.Hoog1FuruRE)

Hannibal almost made it across the mountains using elephants. Yet, Juan Valdez
u~es a single donkey to scale the mountains ·and produce the worlds finest coffee.
·non't forget to vote.
A PSA of the CFF

. PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETlRE.\lENT lN\'ESTING

(

(

IRONICALLY; THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when yol:l realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retire_ment, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a milJion people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

SUln pi...,.;"8 ~.,. fatiwe. Cllll our BnroUment Hotl;ne 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. SM

•AJJwnilr! ui inl:erut ral4 ef 7.5% criJild t" TMA &tiremuitAtuwi.tW. Thu rllle ii iuM J(l/dy t" Jh""' the P""'u an3 effect ef C()tnpouMing. Lmver or hi;her rak.J wou/J
pr"'Ju.a Pt:1'Y 'Jif/ert:nt ruul.u. CREFcertif"'11:N are IJutri.but.eJ /,y TMA-CREF inJt.ViJu.tZ[ an31Ntilu.tumal Servicu.
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Move over FSU, the Knights got the attitude

I

•

Trace Trylko

•

I

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

OFFICIAL WORD

I will open this week's "Official Word" by
borrowingfromthepopulargameshow"Jeopardy." 1he answer is- Oak1and Ns, Mianii
Hurricanes and Detroit Pistons. However,
the question is not name three reoont sports
champions, but rather name three teams
who have reput.atioris as being "bad boys."
The UCF foot.ball t.eam opened this past
weekend's game versus Western Kentucky
by taunting the Hilltoppers, in an effort to
claim the 1-AA version of foothall arrogance. Problem is, they've yet to lay claim to
being a great team or a national powerhouse in anything.
Some would argue that this football
machismo boosts the competitive level of a
t.eam. This view believes arrogance makes
a team better than it actually is. WRONG.
Taunting the opponent, che-ap shot penal-

ties and any other version of football
oneupmanship needs to be backed by skill
This weekend's defeat aside, UCF is a
pretty good t.eam that will still probably slip
int.otheplayoffs. But, UCFishardlyintimidating.

Coach Gene McDowell's boys would be
better off acting professionally instead of
"bad.' _Apparently he recognizes this. "I
want to minimize it. It's sportsmanship all
around that we strive for," McDowell said
Ifthey're not careful, this latest attitude

-,

lar to the way the perennial top 10
powerhouses do such as Miami, Michigan, Notre Dame and Florida State.
AROUND THE HORN
If UCF is moving into Division 1-A
Have you ever heard the statement by 1996 they are going to have to start
attitude is everything?, or - in or.d er to being compared to those schools.
All winning teams play with arrobe·a winner you have got to think and
gance. They all get into the mouth
act like one?
UCF, which is already considered a flapping. This in tum can take an opsolid football program, is trying to take ponent out of the game by frustrating
the program to the next level and be- them.
The Fighting Knights are playing
come a dominating football team. The
players know this and realize that it is with confidence this year and their
within reach and the players are be- record reflects this. They are 4-2, found
ginning to act like winners by instill- . the top 20 and for all intensive purposes are in contention to make the
ing a little arrogance in their game.
This is caQsing a stir among the NCAA 1-AA playoffs.
ForafewyearsnowUCFhassported
more conservative fans and writers.
These fans and writers obviously have a winning football program, but this
never been around a winning football hasn't been reflected in the turnstiles.
program where arrogance and confi- We are in need of an edge. Although
the 70,000 plus seat Citrus Bowl is
dence is part of their game.
The taunting that UCF does is simi- impressive, it hasn't come close to inti-

Jason Lesko

mating opponents. It is nothing like
going to Death Valley where Clemson
plays, or Michigan, where 100,000plus
is expected each game.
If UCF plans to obtain Division ·1-A
status more fans are going to have to fill
the bleachers. The best way to do this is
to entertain Orlando football fans with
hard hitting aggressive football:
In order to do this, the players need
to think aggressively and if that translates into mild taunting, so be it. This
keeps the players heads in the game
and keeps them intense. It also has a
tendency to take the opponents out of
the game.
At the 'home games the Fighting
. Knights charge out of the tunnel with
smoke blowing out at them, similar to
the way Miami c,harges onto the field
at the Orange Bowl. This not ~nly
pumps up the players but it also gets
the home crowd enthusiastic. When

distraction will to translate into poor play
on the field UCF does not need to emulate
the Atlanta Faloons, a penalty plagued
bunch of underachievers. Grow up and
become men. Take your game up a notch
and stick it t.o Liberty this weekend Your
playoffpursuit will behelpedbyplayingthe
game on the field, not games in the mind
.Aild now, two "Official Word" supplemental asides. Kudos to "Offsides" columnist, the lovely Jenny Duncanson, for correctly forecasting the Indianapolis Colts
upset of the once undefeared Miami Doi. phins. I must give credit where it is due and
grudgingly cite Ms. Duncanson's pigskin
prognostication.
One final note sports junkies. ~r you
enjoy the Chicago Bears trashing of the
MinnesotaVikings on ''Monday Night Football" don't fo:rget to exercise your right to
vote on Tuesday. It will be the most important thing you do that day, for it's a decision
that will effect this countr;Ys direction long
after the campaign sign~ come down.
the home crowd is into the game this
gives the defense the equivalent of an
extra man. A few of the players got
carried away in alJ the enthusiasm
causing a five-yard penalty, but it
caused excitement among the players
and fans.
I didn't see anyone ripping the Fightin"g Knights for taunting after they
spanked Nichols State. They do it after
the loss to Western Kentucky. I guarantee teams that play with arrogance
will win more games because ofit then
lose. You have got to think that if ..Miami didn't play with confidence they
would not have pulled off those games
against Arizona, Florida State and
Penn State.
In order for UCF to join the top
ranks they have to develop the attitude
that got the top teams where they are.
That we can't lose attitude is shown
through arrogance.

Intramural Volleyball
mostly fun and games

•

by Scott Glnchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Intramural football, basketball an~ volleyball _are i~ the fin~ weeks of the
season, but look for other upcoming sports listed in the Future. CoeHoo9'FUTURE)

What can be more important than
success to an intramural team?
For the volleyball team of Alpha
· Omega, it is fellowship, according to team
member Jennifer Shelly. In fact, it is
much more important since Alpha Omega
~as yet to win a game.
Every Monday, Tuesday and Thurse
day night the gymnasium in the Education Building buzzes with competition
and excitement. The teams are not all
composed of would-be Olympians, the
average height ofAlpha Omega's line-up
is 5-feet-6-inches. But while they are not
an intimidating sight on the court, they

put up some good competition.
The element that makes the team
strong is teamwork. Whether winning or
losing, heads are held high and smiles
wide. The group goes out each week and
competes for fun.
This fun replaces, at least temporarily,
the need to always be successful. Without the false sense of urgency to win, the
team is able to relax and enjoy the company oftheir peers as they work towards
a common goal.
Just because they are having fun
doesn't mean the Alpha Omega's do not
want to win. Quite the contrary.
"It doesn't matter whether you win or
lose," said Rafael Valle~ team leader,
"but winning is even more fun!"

Knights golf teeing up against tough competition and winning
• by Ken Jackson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.
·

The Knights men's and women's golf teams have
taken big strides in proving that they are a force to
be reckoned with in the world of NCAA golf.
The women placed 19th in the Georgia Preview
~ Tournament this past weekend in Athens, Georgia.
The field of 20 was comprised of only the very best
teams in America, a list UCF is on (the women's team
• was ranked 18th in the nation prior to the tournament).
"19 out of 20 teams may not sound real impressive," said Knights head coach Mike Schumaker,
"but considering the incredible strength of the field,
and the fact that that course [University Golf Course]

is one of the toughest we're likely to see all year, we
played pretty well for the talent we have."
Senior Mary Shupe was high Knight, placing in a
tie for 55th
Otherplayers,suchhasfreshmanKristenPutman
and senior Connie Masterson, also finished in the
middle of the pack.
. The men had a slow start this season when they
finished ninth in the Dixie Invitational in Columbus;
Ga. They are regrouping before their next outing and
looking for some strong leader ship from Robert
Damron and Hans Strom-Olsen.
Damron and Strom-Olsen competed in the John
Hancock All-American Golf Classic in El Paso, Texas.
The field in the John Hancock All-American, an

invitation only tournament, was made up of the top
25 undergraduate All-Americans·from last year.
UCFs own Damron was the tournament winner,
finishing with an 14 under par total of202 to take the
title by four strokes.
Damron was the only player in the field with three
rounds under 70.
Olsen, a two time All-American, placed in a tie for
13th with a 212 total.
"This tournament was made up of the best players
intheworldatthatage,"Schumakerremarked,"and
he [Damron] proved that he belongs in that group."
The men will be traveling to Navarro Beach, Fl.
on Saturday and Sunday to play in the University of
South Alabama Fall Invitational.

-,
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45 yards out, catching the goalie offher
line and scoring over her head. Theis
STAFF REPORTER
wrapped up the game with her fourth
It appears that the Lady Knights goal of the season on a direct kick, just
have recovered from the tragedy outside the 18-yard box.
against Duke on Oct. 18.
Sunday, the Lady Knights took to
Theteamregroupedandpostedwins the field against Temple University
over Boston College and Temple which and came away with another shut out
propels UCF into its final ganies with for the season, 3-0. Geltz and Jennifer
a 10.:.3-1 record.
O'Connor lead the scoring charge, each
On Friday, UCF won its first post with one goal and one assist.
Duke game, 3-1, over
Geltz's goal and assist
Boston College, despite a ~~~~~~~~~ puts her atop UC F's scordefensive miscue flash"If you dwell on ers with six goals and three
back from the Duke
assists for a total of 15
game.
it, it will happen points.
again"
O'Connor, a freshman,
Boston College scored
-the first goal when a drop
picked up her first goal and
pass back to UCFkeeper
· _firstassistasaKnight. Her
1Ieather Brann was off
"'Biii Barker goal was a rebound off the
line, allowing Boston
UCF HEAD COACH
goalpostfromGeltz,andher

by Andrew Varnon
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Colleg~'sJessie.aDavidto - - - - - - - - • assist came on a cross to

~

:'?.'

•

~;.

..,••

UCF's nationally ran.ked goalkeeper, Heather Brann, clears the ball
with a powerful kick and keeps opponents at bay.c0eHoog1FuruRE) '

score. The goal was reminiscent of the two goals against UCF in
the Duke game.
"It's just something that happens,"
said UCF head coach Bill Barker. "If
you dwell on it, it will happen again."
UCF battled back and tied up the
-game when Tina Theis volleyed from
20 yards out and sent the ball into an
uppercomerofthenet. The game ended
regulation in a 1-i tie.
UCF dominated during overtime,
scoring a -goal in each 15-minute period.
Arny Geltz lofted a shot on goal from

Julie Tombragel, which
gave Tombragel her first goal of the
season.
In the poll watch, the Lady Knights
are ranked 10th nationally and third ,
in the South.
Brann is the ninth ranked goal~
keeper in the nation with a 0. 77 goals
against·a verage (the lower the number '
the better in this case).
The Lady Knights will play their
last two games at home, against Southem Methodist University at 2 p.m. on
Friday and Massachusetts at 2 p.m. on
Sunday.

Fighting Knights flying north
to douse the Liberty Flames
By Glenn C8nasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

Tile UCF Knights will pick
themselves up after last week's
50-36 loss to Western Kentucky
and travel to Lynrhburg, Virginia
to fare the Liberty Flame8 on the
gridiron. TheFlames(4-4)areooming offa 27-20 loss to Division I-A
Northern Illinois.
Coach McDowell explained the
Flames are a .500 team that has
been in some close games.

"Liberty is a team like Western
Ken1nCkyin thatthey have been a
little unlucky in past games," McDowell said 'They are a good football teamthathasaqualitycoach."
The ;Flames did see things go
their way when they played the
Troy St.ate Trojans and won by
three points. UCF recorded their
first home loss this season to the
Trojans, 20-16, on September 19.
TheFlamesareledbyex-Cleveland Browns' _coach, Sam
Rutigliano. Rutigliano's Flames

(1

will look much like the Knights on
offense in that they use the pass.
'They complete about 58 per- •·
cent of their passes and feature
the pass in their attack," McDowell said
•
- Liberty is led by quarterback
Robby Justino. Acoording to McDowell the Flames have a strong fi
offensive line that averages 270
pounds. that will prot2c1Justino.
The Knights (.t-"2) hindered<
their chase to the playoffs by losFOOTBALL continued page 9

UCF tminers work hmd to help athletes get healthy and stay there

'"

Don't call them water boys and girls - they deserve more respect for their hard work and long hours
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

It's 8:00 a.m. and a couple of athletes stroll into the training room for
morning treatments. They are greeted
by head trainer Kevin Mercuri and his
staff which, on some occasions, have
already been there for two hours.
"A lot of people have misconceptions
about athletic trainers," Mercuri said.
"People don't realize how many hours
we put in."
Many days begin early for the staff,
which consists of Mercuri, one gradu".'
ate assistant, two interns from other
schools, 10 students who are paid and
three or four volunteers. Mercuri feels
that from a full-time stand pQint, he is
understaffed,
During football season the training

room, located in the Wayne Densch
Sports Center, is open at 7:00 a.m.,
sometimes earlier for special cases.
Athletes are in and out of the training
room in a steady flow all day. Players
are required to come in for rehabilitation around their class schedule.
Early in the afternoon, the bulk of
the players come in to be taped before
heading to their respective practices.
Then the staff heads out to the fields, some to soccer, some to football.
Mercuri, who began at UCF in 1988
as a graduate assistant, said he wants
people to understand what the trainers do.
"We're not just water boys and girls.
We're the main link between the coach
and players, the doctors and players.
In a nut shell, being an athletic trainer
is the ability to recognize, prevent,

treat, rehabilitate and council the ath- Mercuri usually goes down after the
letes on all athletic injuries."
game. The staff normally does not get
Football season is the busiest time home before midnight.
ofthe year for the staff and there are no
Sundays during football season indays off for Mercuri. He is in the train- clude another practice, so there are no
ing room from before 8:00 a.m. to after days off until after football ends.
•
football practice at 5:30 p.m. SaturFour trainers travel on the road with
days at home begin at 3:00 p.m. when the team, sometimes more will go on
the players come in to be taped. Then their own. The staff also helps visiting •
the staff eats and heads down to the teams if they need it.
Citrus Bowl, arriving 1 and 112 hours
In addition to his on the field, on the
before the kick off. They get in before court and in the training room duties,
the team and set up their equipment. Mercuri has many administrative reMercuri said that they could cut time if sponsibilities. He works with Disney
UCF had an on-campus stadium with Travel to coordinate all activities for
the permanent training room in the the football team on the road, meals, •
facility.
itinerary, flight arrangements, ground
The staff has to remain after the transportation and rooms. He is in
game to clean up, pack up and move charge of the UCF ambulance, which
home. If a player goes to the hospital, a
trainer may accompany him, and
TRAINERS cortilued page 10

Cassadaga: Believe it or not

•

On a cold overcast day not long ago, my ex-roommate
and I trudged down the stairs. We piled into her car to
embark on a 35-minute road trip down 1-4 towards D.aytona
Beach.
To distract ourselves from the task at hand, we chattered intermittently and in an idiotic manner about whatever
popped into our minds. At one point we even argued over
whether Mac Daddy or Daddy Mac was the driving forcefor
Kris Kross' success as a band. Needless to say, the
conversation lasted for only two minutes. We then sat in
virtual silence for the next 10 minutes trying to deny that we
could have possibly let such an idea monopolize even ·a
second of our time.
After taking an exit off of 1-4, my roommate maneuvered
her vehicle down a narrow paved road lined with gray
trunked trees. At the end of the road, we arrived in the
spiritualist community of Cassadaga. The day's adventure
was about to begin.
We explored the tiny vein-like streets, and peered out of
the windows with .Mr. Bill expressions on our faces. This
was nothing like I had envisioned the town to be. During the
time we walked down the street, we never saw a stop light,
a grocery store or a Taco Bell. We weren't close to Disney .
World anymore.
FOr years, I had heard intriguing stories of people's
encounters in Cassadaga. Some people told me that the
residents wore all black and did not go out into the sun. And
still others told me of their cars mySleriously breaking down
before they were able to drive into town.
Establi~hed in 1893 by the New York spiritualist George
Colby, Cassadaga' s reputation as a mystic's mecca" has
bewitched writers into including it among publications such
as "Fodor's 92," and Tolf and Buchan's "Florida Weekends: 52 Great Getaways Throughout Florida and the
Keys." The majority of the residents are channelers, spirit
mediums, healers or psychics.
With such an array of soothsayers to choose from, Iwas
a bit confused as to which type of medium I should consult,
also I was a bit skeptical of the validity of this kind of thing.
A healer would have been alright since I had broken my
ankle three weeks before. I decided to go to the bulletin
board in front of the Universal Church of Spiritual Science
11

which has a list of all the certified spjritualists in Cassadaga.
I really did not get much help, though. I picked up a
pamphlet that had suggestions on what to do on the day of
a reading. Near the top of the list was getting a recommendation for a reader from a friend or family member, which of
cou~e I hadn't. I then walked over to the Cassadaga Hotel
and asked the clerk to help me. He gave me the name of a
man he thought was wonderful.
Just·as I was inquiring as to where I could find the man,
the clerk stopped me in mid sentence.
He just found you," he said pointing over my shoulder
towards a tall, thin man with wispy black and white hair.
Kind of eerie, eh?
I followed him into a dark incense filled room with a Native
American motif.
·
And so began my reading.
· I was asked to write my name and my birthday. He then
held my hands as he prayed and requested assistance from
a spirit in doing my reading.
After the prayer he asked me to read aloud what I had
written. He said that it was to give deeper tone to my birth
path vibration <which I did not understand. Sure I read my
horoscope occasionally, but this vibration stuff was foreign
to meJ
·
·
After telling me more things I didn't quite understand, we
got down to the real meat and potatoes of the reading.
Finances, romance and future accomplishments.
He asked me if I was happy in my job. No, I wasn't.
He asked if Iwas in pain? Well, that fiberglass castwasn 't
put there on one of the happiest days of my life.
He asked if I had been taking medication for the pain. No,
I'm the type of person' that will sulk for days from a migraine
headache before I take an aspirin. Of course, I was in pain.
He suggested that I not take any of the pain relievers
prescribed so that the medicine wouldn't mask any possible
complications.
·
He asked about the man in my life. Oh, no. I had to admit
the truth. There was no man in my life.
He asked if there had been a man in my life recently. I was
beginning to think the guy was having a field day gMng me
the third degree on my non-existent love life.
CASSADAGA continued page F2
11
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James Randi speaks plainly
The Plantation, Florida resident occupies his time writing
about and revealing 'paranormal' fakers and frauds
There are spirits and there are spirits.
And for Halloween, ~ere is no spirit more frightening to
spiritualists and seers than that possessed by writer, magician and psychic investigator James Randi.
His patron saint is Slimer, the character from
"Ghostbusters," and his beliefs do not dictate his life.
"I believe in Sophia Loren but I've never met her," he
quipped when seeing the Universal Studio billboard on the
East-West Expressway leaving the airport.
Born in Canada, Randi first became interested in the
paranormal via an interesting path. As a youngster, he
witnessed a faith healer practicing in his town and, after
exposing his tricks. he was incarcerated for interrupting a
religious ceremony.
While sitting in the cell awaiting his parents. Randi vowed
to never again allow fakes and charlatans to get away with
anything as long as he could prevent it.
Since that time, Randi has traveled the world exposing
frauds and fakes in the realm of the mysterious and is
perhaps best known for exposing the telepathic tricks of
Israeli psychic Uri Geller in the mid· 70s. Since then,
Randi has posted a $10,000 cash award which will go to
any person who can perform an event which he cannot
explain.
Over the last 24 years. 600 people have applied for

community, except for their willingness to
accept many things at face value.
"Science corrects itself but you never go
after the dunderhead who wrote the thing,"
he noted. "You just assume there's a little
adjustment in data. You just make that assumption and that's the weakness of science."
If Randi has a slight problem with scientists, he has a major problem with faith healers, a group which became a topic for one of
his books.
"I've seen Benny Hinn on TV, but apparently on TV, he doesn'tdo some of the other
outrageous things that he does in person.
where he claims to heal AIDS and that kind of
thing," Randi said. "He's using the usual
gimmicks - the holy piece of cloth that he
has blessed and tom by his own hands. It's
the usual stuff but apparently he's very strong
right now."
Randi observed that the recent legal and
financial problems encountered by some of
the bigger names in televangelism have cre
ated gaps in the religious hierarchy.
0

the money. None have cashed the·check as yet. Many of
"He's jumping right in there to fill it."
the performers need the right situation, the right circum
Randi's own religious beliefs are pretty
stances.
strong.
"They don't do it. TheY claim they do it but when you ask
"I don't need a deity in my life to make it
them to demonstrate they can't do it or won't do it," he said. interesting," he retorts when asked about Published author and professional magician James
Although he has spent his life exposing tricks and magic, his spiritual standing.
"'The Amazing" Randi searches for truth. ccourtesv1 scribners>
he understands the attraction it has for most people.
"I didn't have a great deal of religious
"The intent of every creature is to
pressure on me when I was a kid," he
survive," Randi said. "And to survive,
recalled. "I was expected to go to Sun- water and all that sort of thing," he noted.
Channeling is a paranormal phenomena popularized in
you have to have a certain amount of
day School. I went a couple· of times.
recent
history by the works of Shirley McClaine. Randi,
knowledge and control. The actual conand it didn't make very much sense. to
however,
defines it as an activity in which "rather silly
trol of nature by spells and incantations
me. L asked the wrong questions and
people
who
are getting rich at the risk of other silly
is an attractive way to do that. It doesn't
was not very welcome. I asked for eviwho
are
giving them money."
people
require much study, you just have to
dence. and they told me that you don't
Another
favorite
target of Randi is the seers and
know the incantations."
have to have evidence, it's just somewho
claim
to
foretell the future. It is the topic of
prophets
While our lives are dedicated to gain·
thing you believe. That didn't appeal to
a
recent
book
of
his,
"The
Mask of Nostradamus."
· James Randi me at all."
ing control of the world around us, Randi
"I
blame
Nostradamus
not
on Nostradamus but on
MAGICIAN
AND
sees research and education as the
Because of his outspoken attitude,
SKEPTIC
peep.le
who have interpreted
the
Nostradamians.
the
means to gain that control. What surRandi has been called everything from
him,"
he
said.
prises Randi is how many of the people
the devil to the devil's helper. He wears
"Nostradamus was using the same stuff that Jeanne
all these labels willingly. all but that of
involved in his experiments really think
Dixon
is using today: make lots of prophecies and forget 311
they have this power
being a debunker.
the
ones
that don't come true," Randi explained. "In one
Because of his track record. Randi is frequently con"To be a debunker means that you go into a situation
five-year
period
she made 364 prophecies. Four of them
sulted to observe paranormal events to establish. their saying, 'There's something that isn't so and I'm going to
came
true
and
one of them was 'great medical breakvalidity.
prove it isn't so'," he said. ''I'm an investigator: If I'm not
throughs
in
this
year.' Wonderful. There's great medical
"Scientists ·are easily deceived because they think willing to be shown, than I'm a debunker."
breakthroughs
every
year. Another was the divorce of a
logically and they act logically," he said. "They believe
However, an open mind does not mean a vacuum to
movie
star-an
earthshaking
event. Four out of 364 and yet
the world is predictable. They're very Victorian in a Randi. He jokes that he believes that there is a gene for
world's
greatest
prophet."
she's
the
sense, Victorian as represented by Sherlock Holmes gullibility among Homo Sapiens. and that gene is not
As with everything Randi encounters. he demands eviwho could not have survived in the real world . Sherlock recessive.
dence
of the event, not hearsay of outright belief.
Holmes depended upon an absolutely uniform universe."
"My favorite is an actual ad fro_m the London Times that
are one thing, the actual event is a totally
"Claims
An advantage Randi holdsoverformallytrained scien° said, 'Seance this Sunday will be canceled due to death of
different
matter,"
he said.
tists and statisticians is his way of coming into a situation the medium'." he said, adding. "Why would that inhibit, that
with an unblemished viewpoint.
would make it much easier. She's already there."
• bill cushing
"I know nothing about statistics at all," he observed.
While on the topic, he points to the spiritual commu·
editor in chief
"I can follow a formula. I can ask someone for advice and nitythat exists just north of
know where the envelope shou.ld he and where it shou.ld Orlando.
''I'm sort of satisfied with
sit, and I can often spot anomalies in data simply because
in the works. Including a new beau within
if it doesn 't look right, if it doesn't feel right. there often Cassadaga," he admitted.
the next four weeks to four months.
is a reason for that. You get an intuition for these things "That's a nice little town
He went on to say that a trip was in the
FROM PAGE F1
if you work with them long enough. I notice things that · because you get all the cooworks. Great, I had been wanting to take a
other people don't notice because that's my business." coos in one town and the
Then he struck a nerve. He asked me trip to Europe from the time I was six. I was
It is, in the end, his innate skepticism that also has only business in town is
if I was still hung up on my LAST boy·
totally psyched-up by this news.
aided him in his research of phenomena. Much of this is coo-coo stuff and you just
friend. Yeah, O.K but aren't a lot of
He also suggested a few meditations to
"because I don't have the formal education that has leave itthere. lfpeoplewant
people hung up on theirfirst true loves for help me alleviate stress. Strange, I didn't
brainwashed me into thinking that if it's not in a scientific to go visit them and g~ silly
awhile?
perceive myself as stress susceptible.
paper, it's not a scientific fact; if it is in a scientific paper. too, that's their business.
The only thing that the man told me,
With cards all turned, he studied my
it's a fact. That. ain't necessarily so. I've read a lot of of course. "
without asking a question first was that I am the proud owner of a colorful aura. He
He
noted
that
scientific papers that were total balderdash, and the
another woman was involved.
described it as beautiful. If that's the case
Cassadaga is not the only
scientists did too but they don't talk about it."
We went on with the question/anI wish I could see it.
He pointed out that many scientists will accept new spiritualistic community and
swer routine for awhile. School, career,
The hotel dwellerwas even kind enough
reports based purely on the magnitude of the data, the that there are "other places
family and friends dominated the rest of to make a recording for me.
names of the sponsors and whether or not the right dedicated to kookery of one
the questioning.
Now I have a record of my adventure to
people have signed the paper. He refuses to go on type or another."
The tarot-card reading was next. I Cassadaga. As time goes by, I'll be able to
He doesn't expect those
credentials, choosing to observe evidence instead when
picked a series of cards. In the same listen to the cassette from time to time, to
who believe in spirituality
investigating reports and incidents.
sequence that I picked the cards, he check to see if any of the other things he
"The Magnetic Women of Hungary took me 45 sec- to take the statement
turned them one at a time and told me predicted come true.
onds to get rid of that," he recalled. "They're all difficult lightly.
what I had picked.
"I think if I were to walk
because they' re all different. Some of them took me two
He told me that my trials and tribula• shannon graham
into town, they'd bring out
years."
tions were over and a new beginning was
central florida future
He doesn't necessarily blame those in the scientific all the crucifixes, the holy
0

"The intent of
every creature
is to survive."
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Alice in Daliland: Masquerade hell
What if I were to tell you that the first thing Alice
saw after descending down the rabbit hole was an
eight foot eye? Perhaps you would think I was
suffering from some sort of LSD-induced hallucination, or maybe I had just a bit too much Mad Dog 20/
20.
Well, the reality, or surreality, of it is that Alice
was referring to her recent voyage into Daliland.
Alice was not alone in her trip, though. Several
hundred other joined her at the Coliseum Ballroom in
St. Petersburg, Oct. 10, to visit Alice in Daliland, the
theme of the seventh annual Surrealist Masquerade
Ball.
The Surrealist Ball is an annual event put on by the
Salvador Dali Museum in St. Petersburg. The museum
is home to many paintings and sketches by Dali, who
is one of the most prominent surrealist artists.
Dali himself came up with the idea of a surrealist
ball in 1941, when he hosted one to benefit refugee
artists from Europe. The concept was later revived

by the Dali Museum as an annual fundraiser.
After my date and I entered the ballroom, the
outside of which was adorned with a huge Dali
mustache, we made our way to the press table.
We were greeted by 10 or so members· from
other publications, all of whom glared at us and
seemed to be thinking, NWhat self-respecting journalists would cover a function dressed in 17th century attire and carry plastic flamingos?"
Come on. After all, this was a surrealist ball, not
a black tie ball.
After moving away from these humor-deficient
people and finding more friendly surroundings, I took
a look around ·lhe ball room .
There was an 8-foot eye, the back of which was
an open mouth, in one comer. A life-size version of
one of Dali's trademark melting clocks was in another. Somewhere in between was a couple 9ressed
as, of all things, a couch.
Also wandering around were six giant tarot cards
from a set Dali himself once made. A walking
table passed me by several times, as did a Alice/
Dali hybrid. A few costumes I am still trying to
figure out.
Later in the evening, the Dance Theatre of
Florida put on a surreal "Alice in Wonderland"
ballet. It was interesting, but it was out done bya group of performers from Eventions, Inc.,
which featured a Michael Jackson with an oversized head:
The Surrealist Ball also has quite a traditio~
of serving dessert, well, surreally. In previous
years, dessert was served in things such as
women's. shoes. This year it was served in
mismatched china pieces.
·
The only negative thing I can say about the
'Ball is, I did not like the band that was selected.
Apparently, the band had previously performed
in Las Vegas and probably should have stayed
there. In all fairness, though, the music was at
least danceable and did not really- detract frc;>m
the evening.
The Surrealist Ball is cjefinitely not an event
for everyone. It is something, though, that will be
enjoyed by those who like to let go and be a bit.
eccentric, creative or even a touch mad - after
all, it was Dali who eloquently pointed out that,
"The only difference between myself and a
madman is that I am not mad."
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Alice in Daliland masquerade party participants get into
the swing of It in their surreal oostumes (david bauerifu1ul'8)

• david bauer
central florida future

) O'Connor needs lesson in manners
Once again, Irish baldy Sinead O'Connor is
different. She is her own .worst enemy.
back in the limelight, the spotlight. or the dogRemember back a few years, when she also
house... dependingonhowyoulookatit.Forsome
used "SNL" to protest comedian Andrew Dice
reason this waify little songstress cannot control
Clay. O'Connor.boycotted the show because she
her urges to make political.statements. In tum, she
didn't like Diceman' s attitude toward women. This
is destroying her own public image.
·
prot~st. mind you. came from an outspoken propoAs a music critic, it is hard to deny O'Connor's
nent of free speech, boycotting over acomedian's
immense talent both as a ·singer and as a ·
routine! This hardly supports free speech or
~ongwriter. Sin~ad has ~omf~rtably af- ~ :}:··~> .~::::~ res~ect of others rights ~o it.
. firmed her place m the musical hierarchy. .~::t
~~
··::\!:~, S1nead uses everyposs1bleopportunityto
Her most recent album, Am I Not Your · :::::~;!~::::. I
: .A~;w poke at America and our people and culGirl i~ a great compilation of covers of
ure, f~r some reason. She sho~ld just shut
1· 0
classic standards. The problem does nol ·
··::::;:;W..
.JP and sing.
sit with ~er music, it lies with her pointless, inapproUnfortunately, she isn't even capable of that. At
priate and hypocritical outbursts.
last week's Bob Dylan tribute in New York she was
Every person, especially celebrities, have the
booed for her Pope antics. What did she do to
ability and the right to make statements of opinion
respond? Instead of singing her assigned Dylan
to try and influence an audience. The main fault of
cover tune, she sang aBob Marley song. She was
O'Connor is the fact that she picks the most
the only person to perform a non-Dylan track the
absolute inappropriate moments and places to
whole night. This is just another example of her
express her off-the-dee~nd views.
inability to follow a responsible order of behavior.
Herrecent .. Saturday Night Live" protest of the
My call to action is to have all television or award
Pope was both out of .place and childish. When a
show producers boycott Sinead. Time and time
television show books an artist to perform. they
again she proves she is unable to handle her
are expected to adhere to certain pre-established
stardom and the authority that comes with it. So in
limits and guidelines. When little miss baldy went
tum let us not put up with the antics she perceives
out on stage and pulled her infantile stunt, it not
as strong political statements, and for God's sake
only looked bad for the show but also worked
don't book her stateside for a while. ·she really
against her better interests.
needs time to mature. ·
You just shouldn't use a television program to
hold an audience hostage to expres~ your views.
• david j. shoulberg
When people pay to see you in concert that is
staff writer
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Event:s on
Saturday, October 31
CIACUS NIGHTMAAE
Featuring JIM AOSE SIDESHOW
(as Seen at LLOlAPALOOZA)
Shows at Midnite and 2 A.M.
Best Overall Costume-$1,500
Scariest Costume-$500
Most Creative Costume-$500
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10'% ·~t~dent discount on ro~ular ·merchandise with UCF ID

Saturday, November 14 ..
ALICE IN CHAINS
The Edge
100 W. Livingston
Downtown Orlando
for More Info Call 839-4331
All Tickets Available Thru Ticketmaster.
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2 for 1 Draft Mon - Fri·.
3p.m. - 7p.m. Michelob, Lite, Bud, Bud Lite, Bud Dry
$2.99 Pitchers .Sat. & Sun. Night
282-0505 • We Deliver •Across From UCF
Next to UC6 Theaters

$2 ~» Any Large Pizza
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